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Background

Go Girl Energy approached us for assisting 

with their product rebrand and launch 

through digital marketing. We handled full 

social management of their channels 

(Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest, 

TikTok) including strategy development, 

content creation, engagement, paid 

advertising, and reporting with most of our 

time being put toward sales strategy to 

grow their online and brick-and-mortar 

sales. We also consulted on the website 

redesign and managed all e-mail 

marketing. 



Go Girl Energy was rebranding the 

original cans most of Northern California 

knew and loved, and launching three 

new, completely different clean energy 

products. Implementing a strategy that 

included a mix of user generated content, 

giveaways, and building deeper 

engagement connections with the 

audience was the way to win new 

business. We were able to garner over 

1.9M impressions while keeping a  

higher-than-average engagement rate 

across their accounts.
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When we took over the accounts on 

May 1 they had been struggling to find 

their brand identity, target audience, 

and to keep followers engaged with 

their channels. During our management 

from May 1 to October 31, 2020, their 

online and in-store sales increased by 

11% as a direct result from our paid 

advertising efforts in Northern 

California. The number of post 

engagements also increased by over 

15% going from 3.7% in April 2020 to 

over 19% in October 2020.

Results



By The 

Numbers

22,895
Link clicks driving traffic to the online

store, with over 1,100 conversions. 

1,931,311
Impressions across all Go Girl Energy's social

channels during management period.

19.1%
Engagement rate on social media posts

across all managed channels.



Resulted in 337 purchases over a one-month period,

a 561.67% return on ad spend. 
Resulted in 106 purchases over a one-month period,

a 588.89% return on ad spend. 

Resulted in 96 emails collected over a one-month period

resulting in 29 sales, a 483.33%+ return on ad spend.

Sample Ads


